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In aflt'mpling to integrate economics 1vith !he physical environ

ment a ma11her of enmomists have introduced the concept r~{' 

emrop_\. This has generally been in 1he context r~f the: second law 

t~{ thermodynamic.\· -- and, in that context. has commonly been 

referred ro as the em ropy lm\' -largely as a means to consider 

a/)solute "carcity. 

But em ropy is in fact a much more general concept: it is a measure 

t?{'disorder or the level of disequilibrium or uncertaillfy wilhin a 

system. In this pape1: entropy is used in this broader colltext to 

examine some relationships between pruperty rights, information 

and the ph_vsical environment. The plll])( ··p is not to impose tile 

laws (~f thermodynamics 011 information or property rights 

sys1ems but tn examine the interrelationships between systems in 

terms of a common measure. 

The main inferences to be dn1wn are that the entropy bahmce of 

the physical environmellt does impose limits on information and 

its application to technological improvemeurs. Furthermore, the 

em ropy (Jf the physical envbvnmem, the il!formation set and the 

pn,1 'erry rights set all serve to limit tile number of possible 

tmnsition states of the world. 



Introduction 

One rrnblem in rcsow·cc economics is that nc.m:l~1ssical economic theory is not well 

embedded for the phy~ical envirOI •. nCiit. This is not intended a~ a fundamental criticism 

of et'OJh>mks but more a question of pcr~pectivc. There is a te:tdcncy in cc .. :momic models 

to us~ L·onstrlll.:ts which trc free of phy,ical constraints. Price,, c·~,~'lital,labour und lund are 

often chscmbocltcd from any wdl defined physical unaloguc. A great deal of economic 

analysis b static and when time is admillec' it i!-> generally without direction. That is, 

temJ.,oral chnngc is oflen created d:-. n.::vcr:,ihlc. Thts 1s not m accord with the ge,ierallaws 

which uppeur to govern the evolution of nur environment. 

A number of economists have attempted to introduce phy,ical laws within the context of 

economic theory. Thi\ ha~ lurgl'ly been in terms ot preserving mass and energy 

con~ervution (see, for example. Ayrc.., and Kneese 1969: Ayres 1978; and Georgescu

Roegen 1979). The laws of thermodynamic.., have !.,een considered by a number of authors 

including Georgescu-Roegcn ( 1973 ), Boulding \ l. ':>80) and Young ( 1991 ). The concept of 

entropy plays a central role in this paper but the idea is expanded to consider the more 

~eneral notions of order and di'>ordcr as they appiy to both the physical and economic 

environment. 

The purpose in this paper is to explore the potential for integrating economic and physical 

constructs into a more cohcsi~e framework. Within such a fram<:.:work we might hope to 

link production, consumption and technological change to the physical constraints of the 

environment and, in particular, the basic irreversibility of some temporal flow. 

The view to be considered is very macroscopic in the sense that it does not address the 

range of interactions between economics and the environment. The approach is to simpJi fy, 

with minimal loss, most economic construcL<i and to add a few borrowed ideas which bind 

economics to a generalised physical world. 

A view of the tnacro system 

A view of the world is often described as a system - for example. an ecosystem or an 

economic system. A system may be defined in terms of its component parts, whkl) are 

generally aggregates of other systems that arc hopefully useful ensembles, the potential 

interactions between these components and the boundaries of the system. 
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There are a number of global concepts which help define a system. A system may be 

isolarcd - that is. totally self-contained - or open where things muy move across the 

houndal'ies. Systems may be static or dynamic which corresponds respectively to an 

equilibrium or a disequilibrium state. 

To effectively consider econom1cs in the context of the physical environment the system 

is open. in disequilibrium~ and it boundaries may be very expansive. This is just. another 

\Vay of saying that the study of environmental economics presents some very difficult 

problems. The approach adopted here is to seek a great deal of simplification in defining 

the components of the system and the rules which govern the transformation between states 

of the system. The macroscopic vkw under consideration consists of only three 

components: 

• The first is a complere set of physical assets which exist at any point in time. This set 

of as:-;ct~ includes mineral and biological resources. capital and consumption goods. In 

describing these assets both composition and location are important 

• The second component is an information set. Information has botl1 a quantity dimension 

in that it generates a number of options or possible choices a'1d a quality dimension 

which refers to the content of the signal. There is no reason not to extend the information 

set to things which are not necessarily completely acce:-,.sible to human understanding, 

for example, the information contained in genetic material. 

• The third is of set of property rights over these assets. This set is not the rules which 

govern property but the set of specific rights held by individuals over the set of assets 

at a point in time. We will assume that the set of rights is wel1 defined in the sense that 

access or ownership, common or exclusive, is defi.ned over the complete set of physical 

assets and the information set. Again there is more than one dimension to this set of 

rights as the rights correspond to both the asset~ and the individuals who hold them. 

The interaction" between these components is complex. Changes in the structure of the set 

of physical 'i~sers have an impact on the set of property rights and the way in which property 

rights are distnbuted can influence changes in the physical environment. Information is 

used to define the property rights and changes in both the physical environment and 

property rights structure can influence the evolution of the information set. Information 

can improve our understanding of the rules and thereby make new states of the world 

accessible. The rules which govern the potential future states of the system ure not 

independent of the slate of the system. While we cannot change physical Jaws we can 
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the macroscopic model 

time 

change the rules which govern the transaction of property rights. This, however, will be 

taken as one of the system boundaries. 

\Vi thin this framework, according to the rules, the world is mapped into itself over time as 

illustrated in figure I. For the moment it is assumed that the system is closed but this will 
be extended later. What is a more immediate requirement is a means to measure changes 

in the state of the system in an economic and physical context. 

Market and non-tnarket values 

As a starting point it may be useful to try and place traditional economic concepts of value 

within the system. Clearly. they must be defined within the contex~ of the set of property 

right!\. The set of property rights can be divided into two components: transactable 

(tradable) property rights and nlm-transactable rights. The former might include the rights 

over the physical disposition of an apple, control over a mineral deposit or a set of 

information. The latter might include access to the atmosphere, environmental amenities, 

or gold extraction rights to a hill of pure sand. 

For rights to be transactable, transactions costs must be less than the value of exchanging 

property rights. The question of what is meant by transactions costs or the value of 

exchange is open to question at this point. The fact that there are rates of exchange between 
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different property rights admits the concept of relative prices. The summation of priCe 

times the volume of the transaction admits the notion of an aggregate value. The 

transactable property right.s, as they are distributed, nrc in fact economic wealth which is 

measured in aggregate, at a point in time, by this transaction value. 

l'vleasures of mnrket values are limited to the set of transactable property rights. That is, 

we cannot put a dollar measure on the economic equivalent of an aesthetic value of a 

landscape or an existence value unless these rights are placed into a transactable form 

which ultimately results in some transactions costs. However, this does not imply that non .. 

transuctablc rights arc without value nor doe.s it imply thut changes to the rules governing 

non-transactable rights wilt not affect market values. For example, a loss of a common 

non-transactable property right will likely lead to a change in the reJndve exchange rates 

between both inputs and outputs, The net result may be u gain or loss in total value of the 

~et of transact able rights. 

The fact Lhnt the set of transactable rights wHI change over time raises a question as to 

whether there exists an absolute set of economic values; a set of values which allows for 

intenemporal comparison. If the set of property rights changes due to a change in the set. 

of physical assets or a change in the mlcs, a comparison of the relative values corresponding 

to these different sets of tradable rights (much less the non-tradable rights) has no real 

validity, or at least the validity is limited by the degree of similarity between the two sets 

of property rights. In summary, commodity prices, when compared over time, are an index 

value and subject to all the well known limitations ofindexes in making value comparisons. 

This inability to m.1ke intertemporal value comparisons is a very real problem in resource 

economics. In the development of neoclassic a] economics absolute 1abour or capital based 

value systems were replaced by relative factor shares. But this system of value is based on 

the a~sumption that the existing distribution of wealth is ideal. If one presumes that the 

exjsting distribution of wealth needs to be changed, us is the consequence of most economic 

policy, nothjng substantive can be said about economic etliciency and economic value in 

the context of neoclassical economics. However, the point is not to dismiss the concept of 

economic value but rather to accept that a number of value systems might provide some 

insight in consequence of alternative public choice options. The fundamental problem is, 

should we consider a change in the rules which govern the definition and transaction of 

property rights to achieve some alternative state. of the world. Within the system under 

consideration this represents the only policy option available. 
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The measure to be considered is one of di.sordel' or rtmdomness, a measure of 

disequilibrium. The measure is entropy which is derived from the Greek and means 
'tran~formation'. Quite logically it is an inverse measutc of order. As mentioned, entropy 

is a (;Oncept that has been introduced into economics previously. One problem to dah! is 

that entropy has been confnsed with the second law ofthcrmodynnmics which in summary 

stntes that systems decay. This is not the case. Entropy is a measure of disorder and as such 

may be useful in a context which is quite independent of any particular physic~\l law. 

ln considering entropy as a measure of order, the not.ion hus been applied to more than 

mass and energy. Shannon extended the concept to infonnution, Eddington to time, 

Kolmogorv to the d) namic evolution of systems and Renyi to fractal dimensions. The 

measurement of disordet would appear to be relevant in a wide range of systems. The 

underlying challenge is not so much about how disorder can be used to describe and 

measure the state of the system but rather how thjs measure can be related to both physicaJ 

and economic phenomena in a meaningful way. However, first the system tnust be subject 

to measurement. 

Randon1ness 

Entropy is not an observable physical quantity, it is an accountancy system. Fynman et al. 

( 1963) state that disorder can be measured as the number of ways in which the internal 

components of a system can be arranged without changing the way it looks from the outside 

- that is, the system functions identically to an outside observer. Entropy is simply the 

logarithm of that number. The lower the number, the more ordered the system. 

What is meant by th" way the system looks, or invariance of function, serves to define 

what is being measured or accounted for and any number of entropy measures can be 

defined. This requires some form of macroscopic meiu;ure of equivalence for the system 

as a whole. The arrangements are then accessible microstates of the system's component 

parts. Whether such quantities nrc useful or comparable is not yet at issue. However, it is 
not simply the case that order is good or valued or that the tendency for a system to become 

disordered is bad and implies a loss of value. Cambel (1993) provides an interesting 

discussion of the many fom1s of entropy. 

The number of possible microstates of a system, denoted \V, can be related to a probabilistic 

definition referred to as statistical entropy, denoted S: 
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where P; is the probability that the system will exist in an accessible microstate. The two 

entropies are related by Bnllzmann 's constant. kt in the formS::: kJn(W). When comparing 

the entropy leveJs of two syste.ms the entropies ure additive: S ~ S1 + S2 as the probabilities 

are multiplicative: H1 == \V1 \\'2• 

The classical notion of entropy is u fundamental aspect of the Jaws of thermodynamics 

which for an isolated system are, first, the energy in the system is constant and, second, 

entropy is only increasing. Jn the classica) thermodynamic model, a system evolves to an 

equilibrium state in which disorder is maximised, a state referred to as thennal death. The 

thennodynnmic concept of f'ntropy can be diredly relutcd to the contigumtion of mttss 

through stmislical mechanics. It ts not correct to infer that the laws of thermodynamics 

apply to all fonns of enu·opy. However, if an equilibrium state can be defined in terms of 

max:mum entropy and the system tendt. toward a state of equilibrium then the classical 

second law, in effec4 applies. 

The initial application nf thermodynamic laws to open systems was made by Prigogine 

( 1947). The laws can be extended to an open system in which entropy can be gained or 

lost - thut is, order can be produced or destroyed. The accounts ure maintained though 

an entropy balance stating that the mte of change in entropy within the system is equal to 

the entropy produced within the system less any net entropy flux across the boundary of 

the system. 

Energy 
Generally what flows across physical system boundades is energy. Not all energy from a 

source is available to do work. Some energy, by the second law of thermodynamics, is lost 

or unavailable. This loss is in addition to any losses due to the inefi1dent transfer ofenergy 

into work, through for example friction. The proportion of available energy .is a property 

of the energy source, quite independent of the technology used and represents an ideal 

level of efficiency. referred to as Gibbs energy. The Joss component is the entropy 

contribution of the energy source. 

Different energy sources hnve different levels of availabl~ or free energy-.-. th~t is, ~oergy 
in different forms has different qualities. A high qunlity energysout<;e hus,a highproportion 
of free energy and a low entropy. These proportions have been measured·'by'l)y$on(l971). 
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Gntvltntimull energy hns nn ehtn)py v;.due; of zero per unh ofenergy1 :nuclel!r cn¢tSYis or 
the order of 1 o··{l per unit oJ energy nnd chemical energy ln the runge of 1-10 unit$ of 

entropy per unit Qf energy. Thi~ according to CmnbcJ ( 1993) serves to expJuin why 
hydroelectric generation of power (nnd ton Jesser extcun nucJeitr power) Hre so muoh mote 
cftkient than chemical power generation. 

The main conclusion from this is thnt to maintain or incrense lbe level of physical entropy 

within an open system comes atn physical cost. 'l'echnological improvements in production 

processes may reduce t.his cost but there nrc well defined UmitN. This cost, whethern matter 

of economic choice or not, moy be met by nn additional Joss from ~~ Jnrger encompassing 

system. 

This brings u~ buck ton consideration of an open system. Light energy hns a grenrer amount 

af free energy t.han heat. Thnt is, it is less entropic. The sun is an external low entropy 

source. Some of this light is reflected from the e.nrth but the balance is either temporarily 

fixed in a higher entropy form as chemical energy (cnrhon based mofe.cules) or potential 
energy (wind nnd waves) and then ultimalely radiated from the system in a high entropy 

state as heat from the mrnospherc. \Vhile it would be difficult to argue that we nre near any 

slate of stntic or declining system entropy, both are possible in an open system. 

Configuration 

An. i~tc.:re~ting qu~stion is·%thc extent to which order can be related to value or wealth 
' 4,~ '\ 

associated with physical objects or mitss. A very stylised exan'iple. of mineral cxtrucUon · 

can be used to illustrate the problem. Consider a t1nite arcn divided into four minable 

blocks. It is assumed that each block must be mined discretely and cannot be subdivided, 

\Vithin each block the rninerul is randomly distributed between four locations. The 

concentrutkm of the mineral in the ore is nssumed to he 50 per cent. If the ore is distribt1ted 

randomly ttc.ross the urea the expected concentration in any block is again 50 per cent as 

in the high entropy form shown in f1gure 2. Alternatively, due to the process of ore 

generat.ion we might consider an alternative expectation in which minable blocks contain 

either n mineral concentration of 25 per cent or 75 per cent. The average concentration for 

the area as a whole will remain at 50 per cent. as illustrated by the low entropy form in 
t1gure 2. 

The entropy calculations for these two systems ttre somewhat oomplex but there ar~ 

approximately 52 million ways in which to arrange the high entropy blocks lliJdubout.lO 
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Figure 2: High nnd low entropy configttrntions of tl mirtcral rcsm,rc(! 

High Low 

million ways to arrungc the low cmropy block!-,. These correspond to ent.ropy values of 

J 7.8 and 16.1 respectively. Prnm an economic perspective it is reasonable to conclude that 

the cost of extracting and processing n mineral concentrate from a highly concentrated 

block i5 less than for an ave.rnge block nnd less again than for a low concentration block. 

Less waste material has to be taken up and sepamtcd from the ore the higher the minerul 

concentrate of the substrate. 1 n entropy terms, .it takes Jess energy to transform u more 

ordered base material into a more highly ordered product. 

However. u higher level of entropy cannot be equated with n higher level of mineral wealth, 

if one views wealth as total mass of the extractable ore. Consider three cases. ln the first 
case, the return to extraction and proce!\sing is sufficiently high to mine the entire area 

whether the ore be of high or low concentration. The potential difference between a low 

and high entropy state may be small us the saving n~om extracting u high concentration 

block are offset by the costs of extracting the low concentration blocks. ln the second cusef 

it may be profitable to extract only the high concentration blocks. In this case only the low 

entropy state yields a usable resource und can generate any subsequent wealth. In the final 

case, it may be profitable to extract and process both high and uverage gritde 

concentrations. The low entropy state yields a lower quantity of the resource at u lower 
unit cost relative to the high entropy state. 

In a manner similar to free energy, it may be useful to think of the quality of n physical 

asset such as a mineral deposit in the context of entropy. For a given product, say a certain 
puri.ty of gold bullion, the net entropy increase associated with transfonning the orQ will 

tend to be higher the lower the base concentration of the ore, independt!nt .of any 
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ineft1ciencies in the transformation process. The physical v~th~e orqttalityofagiVGilC!tlergy 
source .is defined in terms ot the maximum work which cnn be accornplished per llnit of 

total energy or inversely to the ratio of its entropy to the totaL This presumes that there are 

no other external costs associated with the use of a particuJEu· energy source such as the 

perceived risk associated with nucleurenergy. Here we are limited to acomparison bet ween 

t.he minimum value of entropy loss associated with trnosforming two alternative base sttl(es 

into a common tinnl stare. Vv'hen we attempt to compare alternative final states we run into 

a problem in terms of any absolute question of value in tbnt a hi.gher entropy t1nal slate 

may be preferred to a low entropy state. One need only consider the relative value of a hot 

versus a cold cup of coffee. 

The relationship between energy and the configuration of rnnss is complex but well 
established in principle. Measuring the exchange is for the most part a technical problem 
though the scale oft he calculations is ultimately prohibitive. A point to be made here about 
physical measures of entropy is that they can be used to make cost comparisons in terms 

of a singular scarce conunodity, order. As with any cost bused approach these comparisons 

cannot be equated with relat.ive economic or social values. HO\vever, unlike relative 

economic or social values, entropy based cost comparisons arc valid as the system changes 

through time. The extent to \Vhich a value system may be derived depends on t:he 

relationship between physical entropy, information and individual rights. 

Inforn1ation and uncertainty 

Consider the mining problem in which the base concentrations are known but the location 

of any high or low concentrate deposits is unknown. In the high entropy state, information 

abour the local concentnttion of deposit., makes no net contribution if both the overall 

concentration and the entropy state are known. In fact, all we need to know is the twerage 

concentration of the mineral and that the entropy state is at a maximum. This is because 

all possible arrangements of the minable blocks are identical from a rational miner's 

perspective. However, in the case of the low entropy state, location is important and in fact 

there are six additional possible states of the world which have the same overall 

prospectivity. The uncertainty associated with the more ordered st~\te is in fact greater than 

the unordered state given that the location of the blocks is unknown. In the examplef we 

can measure the reduction in entropy value associated with fixing the rehttive loc,ntion of 

the high and low concentration blocks at about. L8 (the natural logarithm of the six 
additional possibilities). It is a quantity which is greater than the difference in the low and 

high physical entropy states. 

10 
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Physical equilibrium is chantcterised by n high level of entropy and in such states there 

would appear to be little need for information about the system. Altet~nutively~ and perhaps 
more precisely, less information is required to characterise the number of macroscopic 

states that can exist within the system. Opportunities exist in low entropy or disequilibrium 

systems. Here the potential value of information is high. 

Suppose we had u message abom the state of the system. The longer the message the greater 

the potential complexity of the information. For nn equilibr;um system many of the 

messages would have the same content (for example, the temperature t at the location x~ 

r.d· t, 2 .... nrc all equal). Thut is, a Jnrge percentag;,.' nf the possible messages can be 

interchanged to give the same information about t.he swt.e of the system. nnd therefore 

entropy is high. Conversely, in n disequilibrium system a smaller percentage of the 

messnges can be inten..:hcu1ged to yield an equivalent statement about the state of the system 

(111 , tr~ ... are unequal and an imcrchange of the values gives u different description of the 

system}. We can expect Hwt the complexity of the message required to describe the 

compete state oft he system increases exponentially with the complexity orthe .low enttopy 

state of the system. This seems backwards - the more ordered a system is, the more 

predictable it should be. The resolution to this paradox has to do with irreversible processes 

when viewed from outside the system. A disordered state will remain disordered but an 

ordered state can move into a wide range of states which are detectable from outside the 

system. If the state of the system remains constant we can suspect that somebody or 

something is putting a great deal of effort into it. 

Shannon ( 1948) formalised the notion of information entropy from an engineering 

perspective in so far as he quantified a relationship between the possible states of a system 

and the level of uncenainty which is associated with that system. Information in this 

context is simply a sequence of binary code which describes the system. The information 

entropy of the code is measured by how many ways the code can be arranged to give the 

same message. As the number of possible messages increases and the probability that some 

messages arc more likely to get through than others declines, uncertainty increases. 

What is asserted here. without formal proof, is that if the entropy of the physical system 

is low, the entropy of the information set that would describe the system is also low. 

Conversely, a highly entropk: system can be described by a more en tropic code. If we view 

this set of information about the physical system as what could be known, then in a physical 

system with increasing entropy the corresponding information set is becoming more 

en tropic. What can be inferred from this is that the potential for technological innovation 

11 
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is declining as the world becomes nlore en tropic. The potential for technological change 

to generate new states of the world is not independent of the physical stutc of the world; 

it increase~ and declines inversely with entropy. 

Shannon stated that information does not imply meaning. Meaning is critical in attempting 

to consider the value of the information which is presently available about the state of the 

world. Despite the obvious problem of defining meaning in any absolute context, we can 

appronch the question from a relativistic perspective -that is, the potentinl contribution 

of new information from within the current vie\V t)f the world. This presumes that new 

inrormation docs not yield a radical shift in our understanding. a phenomenon which is 

known to occur from time to time. 

We might ask the question a~ to the number of ways in \:vhich we can renrrange the available 

information set, the message we hnve, and not. change our understanding of the state of 

the system (or the wny the system changes). If this number was large, this would correspond 

to a high entropy information set. A good example can be drawn from .statistics when we 

regress a variable against a set of highly collinear explanatory variables. The exclusion of 

any one variable can change the interpretation (regression coefficients) with no significant 

change in the explunutory power of the regression. Conversely, with an orthogonal data 

set the contribution of each variable i!:, unique. Deleting a variable does not change the 

remainder of the srmy but the overall explanation is reduced. Orthogonal data have a low 

entropy value. From a statistical perspective on value, the maximal contribution of new 

information is limited to its independent or orthogonal variation, though, if uncorrelated 

to the independent variable, it adds nothing to the explanation. We once again have the 

notion of quality~ information has an orthogonal content contribution and a collinear 

content. The latter contributes to the entropy of the information set. 

We may compare the uncertainty associated with the state of the physical system with the 

entropy content of available information (disregarding the problems associated with 

incorrect or misinformation). The level of uncertainty is a decreasing function of the 

entropy of the physical system while the entropy of the available information declines with 

new orthogonal information. However, it can be inferred that a given set of available 

information becomes more entropic as the system it describes becomes more entropic. 

This is because as the system upproaches equilibrium, more and more of the messages 

become redundant. 

12 
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The notion of information entropy can be applied to economic systems. To consider only 

a simple example, tf a commodity market is in equilibrium then we can describe the relative 

value of a commodity by a ~ingle price. The record of transactions contains a great deal 

of redundant information. Thi~ of course would not he the case for a market in 

disequilibrium. as prices would vary between transactions and information would lead to 

the potential to generate rents through arbitrage. 

Relative prices are information nhout the set of property rights. the relative rates of 

exchange between tradable rights. Rents arc also related to property rights. In fact, in the 

system under consideration. rent!'\ can only he defined as a redistribution of property rights. 

A property right confers to an individual the ability to choose between accessible states of 

the world. \Vhat states arc accessible depend..; on what is physicaJiy possible. the nature 

of the rij!ht and other property rights such as access to information on what physical states 

are possible and their relative rates of exchange. 

Propetty rights and order 

I~ it po,!.iible to relate entropy to an economic state of the system? The answer to this 

question cun be considered in the context of property righLs. Consider the case of 10 

individuals and a single exclusive property right- for example, the right to market a given 

product. Suppose that this right is given as a monopoly. There are only 10 ways in which 

this right can be distributed among Lhe population to maintain the monopoly. For a duopoly 

the are 90 ways in which to confer these rights. ln a perfectly competitive situation without 

any exclusionary rights to market there are I 0! ways in which these rights can be 

distributed. 

The first implication is that levels of imperfect competition correspond to lower levels of 

entropy in the distribution of property rights. From this a number of assertions are possible. 

First, the generation of economic rents are associated with low levels of entropy within 

the distribution of property rights. The association is loose in that available rents within 

the range of monopoly to perfect competition are not certain. A second assertion is that a 

perfectly competitive economic equilibrium is, in a property rights context, a state of 

maximum entropy. 

In moving from a property rights system which is competitive ton monopoly, the economic 

implications appear to move from predictable to uncertain and, in the final state of 

monopoly, predictable. The notion of ·predictable' here refers to a clear implication of 
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economic theory. But this conclusion is reached only from a static view of competition. 

\Vhcn we consider the temporal evolution of nn economic system. competitive behaviour 

remains predictable in this sense over tim~ so long as the rules governing property rights 

remain unchanged. The nearer the pmpcrty rights system is to a competitive allocation, 

the more likely it will evolve into a competitive state (an empil'ical rather than a theoretical 

conclusion L In fact, a monopolistic state is the most uncertain, as it may be difficult to 

break and there is the most substantial economic incentive among potential competitors 

h) break it. Its future state is highly uncertain. 

It is not really clear. however. that an economic system wi.ll approach a competitive 

allocation of property rights. This is because rents imply a redistribution of rights and if 

there are sufficient rents it is possible that segments of the set of rights may become 

monopolised. This is u notion of a sclf·orgunising dissipative system. which appears to 

occur only under conditions far from equilibrium. A discussion of such systems h; well 

be)ond the scope of thb paper but arc outlined m derail by Nicolis and Prigogine ( 1989). 

The st~t of property rights is, in a way, an image of the physical und information components 

of the ~ystcm and there are a number of other ways in which to view property rights in 

terms of entropy. It. was noted that a property right conveyed a choice between alternative 

states of the system. lf property rights arc highly substitutable then there is likely to be a 

large number of possible combinations of rights from which a given microstate can be 

accessed. The rights are highly entropic. Alternatively. if substitution is limited some 

microstate may be accessible with only a limited combination of rights. The entropy is low 

and there is a greater potential to generate rents. Clearly, the degree to which rights can be 

substituted may be influenced by the way in which rights are defined. 

This leads to a somewhat more unified view of entropy in terms of property rights. 

information and the physical environment. Consider the number of states of the world 

which are accessible from a given set of physical assets, given the state of the property 

rights set. Here is the closest we come to the notion of entropy as an environmental value. 

This number will tend to be larger, the lower is the level of physical and information 

entropy. Does this number decrease with a higher level of entropy within the set of property 

rights? The answer would appear to he yes as a lower level of entropy does not preclude 

access but a higher level may. For example, a monopolist mny choose between outcomes 

which are not available to a competitive producer, including an outcome which is 

equivalent to what would occur in a competitive industry. 

14 
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This does not imply that an increase in the options avuihtble will iitcreuse social welfare 

as some of the additional options mny not be desirable. However, it does place a limit on 

potential. Nor s!:ould we infer that the second law implies that this potential is ever 

declining. The physical and infonnntion components ure both open systems, the latter is 

open becau~e we can discover new information. However, the concept of entropy balance 

in an open system does npply and as these entropies increase the potential docs decline. 

Conclusions 

Entropy is a measure of disorder and as n general construct obeys no innate laws. It is a 

measure of the level of disequilibrium present in a system at ar.y point in time. Entropy is 

a very general measure which can be applied to a system. There is no reason to ncccpt that 

a comn1on measure implies that laws or behavioural tendencies are transferable between 

systems that interact. However, where such commonality exists a useful synthesis may be 

possible. \Vhile no such synthesis hus been attempted here, some degree of commonality 

does exist between entropy tlows in economic and physical systems and they may be useful 

in attempting to describe the interactions between the two. 

A value system based on entropy is a Rir;ardian construct and subject to all its limitations. 

Nevertheless, such an approach may be important in considering the more general question 

of environmental value. The reason for this is that entropy can be used to measure changes 

in time which are both reversible and irreversible. 

As no measurements of system order have been made, it is not posstble to druw any real 

conclusions on any sort of entropy !lows. If we assert that current entropy balance implies 

that in a physical sense entropy is increasing (bused perhaps on our current rate of 

consumption of non-renewable fuels) this does not imply that information entropy is in 

fact declining as we may be discovering information fast enough to offset the increase in 

information entropy imposed by the increase in entropy of the physical environment. If 

we assert that the set of tradable assets is becoming increasingly ordered (goods have 

become increasing complex due to technological innovations) and the entropy of the world 

is increasing, the balance equation implies that the entropy of the subset of non-tradable 

assets is increasing. One cannot infer directly from this that the non-market values 

associated with these assets is declining. We can only infer that the potentjaJ number of 

future states of the world that might be accessjble is declining. 
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There are certainly other avenues to consider. The notion of preferences has been excluded 

from the global sy~t~m considered in this paper. Preferences arc no doubt another 

component of a more complete world view. The theory of preference in economics is based 

on order nnd the notion or indifference would clearly give rise to a consideration of entropy 

in the context of substitution in the consumption set. 
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